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Background: In recent years well-recognized scientific societies introduced guidelines for ultrasound (US) 
malignancy risk stratification of thyroid nodules. These guidelines categorize the risk of malignancy in relation 
to a combination of several US features. Based on these US image lexicons an US-based computer-aided 
diagnosis (CAD) systems were developed. Nevertheless, their clinical utility has not been evaluated in any study 
of surgeon-performed office US of the thyroid. Hence, the aim of this pilot study was to validate s-DetectTM 
mode in semi-automated US classification of thyroid lesions during surgeon-performed office US.
Methods: This is a prospective study of 50 patients who underwent surgeon-performed thyroid US (basic 
US skills without CAD vs. with CAD vs. expert US skills without CAD) in the out-patient office as part 
of the preoperative workup. The real-time CAD system software using artificial intelligence (S-DetectTM 
for Thyroid; Samsung Medison Co.) was integrated into the RS85 US system. Primary outcome was CAD 
system added-value to the surgeon-performed office US evaluation. Secondary outcomes were: diagnostic 
accuracy of CAD system, intra and interobserver variability in the US assessment of thyroid nodules. 
Surgical pathology report was used to validate the pre-surgical diagnosis. 
Results: CAD system added-value to thyroid assessment by a surgeon with basic US skills was equal to 6% 
(overall accuracy of 82% for evaluation with CAD vs. 76% for evaluation without CAD system; P<0.001), 
and final diagnosis was different than predicted by US assessment in 3 patients (1 more true-positive and 
2 more true-negative results). However, CAD system was inferior to thyroid assessment by a surgeon with 
expert US skills in 6 patients who had false-positive results (P<0.001).
Conclusions: The sensitivity and negative predictive value of CAD system for US classification of thyroid 
lesions were similar as surgeon with expert US skills whereas specificity and positive predictive value were 
significantly inferior but markedly better than judgement of a surgeon with basic US skills alone. 
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Introduction
Thyroid lesions are common and owing to increasing 
prevalence of thyroid cancer worldwide the effective 
management of thyroid nodules with accurate selection 
for surgery has been an ongoing challenge (1). Ultrasound 
(US) is widely accepted as first-line imaging modality in 
thyroid diseases as it is noninvasive, cheap, easily available, 
and cost-effective diagnostic modality. The major obstacle 
of this technique is that it is observer dependent and 
its accuracy may differ between different specialties 
who undertake US examination including radiologists, 
endocrinologists, and surgeons. In recent years well-
recognized scientific societies like American Association 
of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE), American Thyroid 
Association (ATA), American College of Radiologists 
(ACR), Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology, European 
Thyroid Association (ETA), and others introduced 
guidelines for US malignancy risk stratification of thyroid 
nodules (1-8). In general, these guidelines categorize the 
risk of malignancy in relation to a combination of several 
US features as no single feature can reliably predict 
malignancy (6). Utility of these guidelines lies in providing 
a practical image guide for clinical usage allowing for a 
more accurate selection criterion for fine needle aspiration 
(FNA) cytology assessment based on standardized US risk 
of malignancy evaluation. In addition, these guidelines 
proposed a structured format of US thyroid lesions 
reporting (1). A growing awareness of these guidelines of 
all physicians involved in thyroid nodules management 
resulted in optimized patients pathways.
In recent few years, owing to technological progress 
in building artificial intelligence an US-based computer-
aided diagnosis (CAD) system based on semi-automated 
US image analysis techniques has been developed and 
introduced to commercially available US machines software 
(9-11). Its utility has been initially validated in breast and 
thyroid tumors examined by radiologists with promising 
results (9-17). Nevertheless, clinical utility of this approach 
has not been evaluated in any study of surgeon-performed 
office US of the thyroid before surgery. Hence, we designed 
this prospective pilot study to test hypothesis that US-
based CAD system can be helpful in surgeon office in 
preoperative assessment of thyroid nodules among patients 
referred for thyroid surgery for various indications. The 
aim of this study was to validate s-DetectTM mode in semi-
automated US classification of thyroid lesions during 
surgeon-performed office US.
Methods
Patients
This is a prospective study of 50 consenting patients who 
were qualified for thyroid surgery and were treated at the 
Department of Endocrine Surgery, Third Chair of General 
Surgery, Jagiellonian University Medical College, Krakow, 
Poland, from April 2019 till May 2019. All patients in this 
study underwent surgeon-performed thyroid US in the out-
patient office as part of the preoperative workup. Surgical 
pathology report was used to validate the pre-surgical 
diagnosis.
Inclusion criterion was referral  for surgery by 
endocrinologist in an adult patient with a solitary thyroid 
nodule and determined on preoperative cytology as Bethesda 
II (benign), V (suspicion of malignancy), or VI (malignant). 
Exclusion criteria were: multiple thyroid nodules, non-
diagnostic (Bethesda I) or indeterminate thyroid cytology 
(Bethesda III, IV), autoimmune thyroid disease, thyroid 
surgery in history, incomplete clinical data or follow-up 
information.
Primary outcome was CAD system added-value to 
the surgeon-performed office US evaluation (defined as 
improved accuracy of the method). 
Secondary outcomes were: diagnostic accuracy of 
CAD system, intra and interobserver variability in the US 
assessment of thyroid nodules.
The characteristics of patients in the study are presented 
in Table 1. 
All the patients provided written informed consent for the 
storage and use of their data. The study protocol was approved 
by the Institutional Review Board. This study was reported in 
agreement with the Standards for the Reporting of Diagnostic 
Accuracy Studies (STARD) statement updated in 2015 (18).
US examination
US examinations were done using an RS85 US machine 
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(Samsung Medison Co., Seoul, South Korea) with a linear 
array probe (Samsung L3-12a). The real-time CAD system 
software using artificial intelligence (S-DetectTM for Thyroid; 
Samsung Medison Co.) was integrated into the US system. 
S-DetectTM for Thyroid is a novel technology providing the 
features of the selected mass with information on 6 lexicons 
(composition, echogenicity, orientation, margin, spongiform, 
and shape) and recommending malignancy and benignancy of 
the mass. Among the three major imaging and data reporting 
systems: K-TIRADS, Russ, and ATA guidelines, the latter 
one was set in this study as preferred semi-automated thyroid 
assessment (1,6,7). 
All US assessments were done twice in each patient and 
twice by each observer (on different days): by a surgeon 
with basic skills (I) in thyroid US imaging (observer with 
6 months of training in thyroid US) who used the CAD 
system and followed by a surgeon with expertise skills (II) 
in thyroid US imaging (a board certified US observer with 
>20 years of experience in thyroid US) without use of CAD 
system (Figure 1). Both surgeons were blinded to the pre-
referral radiologist-performed US reports and result of 
FNA cytology. Participants were scanned consecutively by 
the observers during the same visit. Only 1 observer was 
present in the room at any time, and the observers were 
blinded to each other’s measurements; the measurements of 
the observer were always removed from the screen of US 
machine before the next observer entered the examination 
room. All measurements were made by both observers 
twice. The second measurements were obtained after 
1 week in a new random order. Two observers performed 
new US scans and measurements of thyroid nodules in all 
patients without knowledge of the previous results.
Before starting the study, the basic methods were 
discussed to establish a consensus on the use of the CAD 
system. The CAD data were obtained from transverse 
planes by manually setting a region of interest around 
the lesion. The software calculated the mass contours 
automatically (thereby distinguishing the mass from 
normal thyroid tissue) and evaluated the US features of the 
mass using reference to six lexicons described above. The 
CAD system ultimately diagnosed the nodules as possibly 
benign or possibly malignant using the previously outlined 
descriptors (Figures 2,3). Both US operators additionally 
included two other lexicons in the assessment: calcifications 
Figure 1 US greyscale transverse image of the right thyroid lobe 
with a suspicious US feature of a paratracheal lesion in a 42-year-
old lady. US, ultrasound.
Table 1 Characteristics of patients in the study
Parameter Value
Mean age ± SD, years 47.5±15.0
Gender, n [%]
Male:female 9 [18]:41 [82]
Mean nodule size ± SD, mm
Benign* 34.8±8.4
Malignant* 13.6±5.6
Pathological diagnosis, n (%)
Benign nodule 40 [80]
Papillary thyroid cancer 10 [20]
*, P<0.001. SD, standard deviation.
Figure 2 The same image as in Figure 1. Following manual 
indexing of a suspicious lesion the CAD software automatically 
calculates mass contours and presents US features on right side 
of the of screen, and diagnosis as possibly malignant nodule at 
bottom. CAD, computer-aided diagnosis; US, ultrasonography.
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and vascularity, but not elasticity. 
Statistical analysis
The data are presented as means and standard deviations 
for continuous variables, and as the numbers for categorical 
variables. Characteristics of US features and CAD diagnosis 
were tested using Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test whereas 
Student’s t-test served to evaluate quantitative variables. 
The diagnostic performance of experienced operator vs. 
surgeon with basic US skills aided by CAD system were 
estimated with calculations of the sensitivity, specificity, 
positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and 
accuracy of thyroid malignancy diagnosis. McNemar’s 
test was used to compare the diagnostic sensitivity and 
specifi city of the CAD system and the surgeon with basic 
skills vs. expert skills in US imaging. Additionally, the 
areas under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
curve for the CAD system and experienced operator 
were compared using the method of DeLong et al. (19). 
The intraobserver (A1 versus A2 and B1 versus B2) and 
interobserver (A1 versus B1) variability was assessed as 
percentage of agreement between two examinations. For 
CAD system analysis only first examination performed 
in each patient was used. All statistical analyses were 
performed using MedCalc for Windows v15.0 (MedCalc 
Software, Ostend, Belgium), and a P value of <0.05 was 
considered statistically signifi cant.
Results
Of 194 patients referred for thyroid surgery during the 
study period 59 patients met the inclusion criterion and 
were found eligible for the study. The remaining 135 
individuals were excluded for the following reasons: 
multinodular goiter (n=54), non-diagnostic cytology (n=5), 
indeterminate cytology (n=45), thyroid lesion <5 mm in 
largest diameter (n=16), autoimmune thyroid disease (n=15). 
In addition 9 patients refused to participate in the study 
leaving 50 patients who were enrolled. 
Mean age of patients in the study was 47.5±15.0 years, 
mean size of a solitary nodule was 30.6±11.6 mm, and it 
was larger for benign nodules than for malignant nodules 
(34.8±8.4 vs. 13.6±5.6 mm, respectively; P<0.001). The 
diagnosis of benignity (n=40) or malignancy (n=10) of a 
solitary nodule was confirmed from a surgical specimen 
pathology report. All malignant nodules were classic variant 
of papillary thyroid carcinoma.
Primary outcome
CAD system added-value to thyroid assessment by a 
surgeon with basic US skills was equal to 6% (overall 
accuracy of 82% for evaluation with CAD vs. 76% for 
evaluation without CAD system; P<0.001), and final 
diagnosis was different than predicted by US assessment in 
3 patients (1 more true-positive and 2 more true-negative 
results). However, CAD system was inferior to thyroid 
assessment by a surgeon with expert US skills in 6 patients 
who had false-positive results (P<0.001).
Secondary outcome analysis 
Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative 
predictive value and overall accuracy for US examination 
performed by a surgeon with expert skills in US imaging 
vs. a surgeon with basic US skills without CAD vs. a 
surgeon with basic US skills with CAD system are shown 
in Table 2. Comparison of intraobserver and interobserver 
differences between surgeons with expert US skills versus 
basic US skills in US assessment of thyroid nodules is 
shown in Table 3.
Discussion
In this prospective pilot study, a clinical evaluation of utility 
Figure 3 US greyscale transverse image of the right thyroid 
lobe with a benign US feature of a lesion in a 53-year-old lady. 
Following manual selection of the lesion the CAD software 
automatically calculates mass contours and presents US features on 
right side of the of screen, and diagnosis as possibly benign nodule 
at bottom. CAD, computer-aided diagnosis; US, ultrasound.
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Table 2 Diagnostic performance of surgeon performed US (expert vs. basic US skills without CAD vs. with CAD)
Diagnostic test result Expert US skills without CAD Basic US skills without CAD Basic US skills with CAD
TP, n 9 8 9
FN, n 1 2 1
FP, n 2 10 8
TN, n 38 30 32
Sensitivity, % 90 80 90
Specificity, % 95 75 80
PPV, % 81.82 44.44 52.94
NPV, % 97.44 93.75 96.97
Accuracy, % 94 76 82
P<0.001 (for all: expert without CAD vs. basic without CAD; expert without CAD vs. basic with CAD; basic without CAD vs. basic with 
CAD; McNemar’s test). US, ultrasound; CAD, computer-aided diagnosis; TP, true-positive; FN, false-negative; FP, false-positive; TN, true-
negative; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value.
Table 3 Comparison of intraobserver and interobserver differences between surgeons with expert US skills versus basic US skills in US 
assessment of thyroid nodules
Lexicon Indication
Intraobserver difference, % of agreement between  
2 examinations Difference (%)  
(95% CI)
P
Expert US skills (%) Basic US skills (%)
Composition Solid 100 96 4.0 (−3.700 to 13.460) 0.155
Partially cystic
Cystic
Echogenicity Hyper/isoechoic 98 90 8.0 (−2.204 to 19.478) 0.093
Hypoechoic
Orientation Parallel 100 94 6.0 (−2.149 to 16.217) 0.080
Non-parallel
Margin Well-defined smooth 94 80 14.0 (0.544 to 27.619) 0.038
Microlobulated/spiculated
Ill-defined
Spongiform Appearance 100 92 8.0 (−0.624 to 18.838) 0.042
Nonappearance
Shape Ovoid to round 100 90 10.0 (0.897 to 21.360) 0.022
Irregular
Calcifications Micro/macrocalcifications 96 72 24.0 (9.847 to 37.968) 0.001
No calcifications
Elasticity Stiff Not assessed Not assessed NA NA
Soft
Vascularity Appearance 96 90 6.0 (−5.020 to 17.723) 0.242
Nonappearance
All measurements without CAD; comparison of proportions for all. US, ultrasound; CAD, computer-aided diagnosis; 95% CI, 95% 
confidence interval; NA, not available.
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of US CAD system (S-DetectTM) for initial assessment of 
thyroid nodules and their stratification between benign 
or malignant lesions was undertaken for the first time 
in history in surgical out-patient office by two surgeons 
with differing levels of US skills (basic vs. expert) as 
previous publications in the field reported outcomes of 
the radiologists performed examinations. In addition, the 
primary endpoint of this study was the CAD system added-
value to the surgeon-performed office US evaluation 
(defined as improved accuracy of the method) which 
has never been reported before. Power calculation was 
not done for this study as it was a pilot one. This study 
demonstrated that the CAD system added-value to thyroid 
assessment by a surgeon with basic US skills was equal 
to 6% and the sensitivity and negative predictive value of 
CAD system for US classification of thyroid lesions were 
similar as surgeon with expert US skills whereas specificity 
and positive predictive value were significantly inferior but 
markedly better than judgement of a surgeon with basic 
US skills alone. In addition, surgeon with basic US skill 
had significantly higher intraobserver variability in the 
assessment of margins, spongiform vs. non spongiform 
appearance, shape and calcifications of index thyroid lesion 
than surgeon with expert US skills (Table 3). 
The utility of CAD systems was initially reported in 
breast masses among radiologists with various degrees of 
experience in breast imaging; 1 vs. 7 years of experience 
(10,11). Cho et al. evaluated 119 breast masses (including 
54 malignant and 65 benign lesions) with encouraging 
results. S-DetectTM had higher specificity than radiologists 
(90.8% vs. 49.2% and 55.4%) and positive predictive value 
(86.7% vs. 60.7% and 63.8%), respectively; P<0.01 for 
all (10). Wu et al. evaluated prospectively 338 solid breast 
lesions (including 129 malignant and 209 benign lesions) in 
269 patients with US and S-DetectTM before biopsy or 
surgical excision and performed multivariate logistic 
regression analyses to identify the factors associated with 
false S-DetectTM results. Larger benign lesions, the presence 
of lesion calcifications, and high degrees of vascularity were 
likely to show false-positive S-DetectTM results whereas, 
smaller malignant lesions and the absence of calcifications 
were likely to show false-negative S-DetectTM results (11). 
The CAD systems like S-DetectTM (S-DetectTM for 
Thyroid, Samsung Medison Co., Seoul, South Korea) for 
thyroid lesions evaluation are brand new technological 
adjuncts developed to improve accuracy of radiologists 
performed US examinations. Chang et al. reported that 
the use of thyroid CAD to differentiate malignant from 
benign lesions showed accuracy similar to that obtained via 
visual inspection by radiologists (12). Choi et al. evaluate 
102 thyroid nodules from 89 patients (including 43 
malignant and 59 benign lesions) and found that the CAD 
system showed a similar sensitivity as the experienced 
radiologist (90.7% vs. 88.4%, P>0.99), but a lower specificity 
and a lower area under the receiver operating characteristic 
(AUROC) curve (specificity: 74.6% vs. 94.9%, P=0.002; 
AUROC: 0.83 vs. 0.92, P=0.021). In addition, classifications 
of the US characteristics (composition, orientation, 
echogenicity, and spongiform) between radiologist and CAD 
system were in substantial agreement (κ=0.659, 0.740, 0.733, 
and 0.658, respectively), while the margin showed a fair 
agreement (κ=0.239) (9). Gitto et al. evaluated 62 thyroid 
nodules (including 14 indeterminate to malignant and 
48 benign lesions) and found that interobserver agreement 
between the CAD system and the radiologist was substantial 
for orientation (κ=0.69), fair for composition (κ=0.36), 
echogenicity (κ=0.36), K-TIRADS (κ=0.29), and slight for 
margins (κ=0.03). Hence, the CAD system was considered 
to be less sensitive than an experienced radiologist and it 
showed slight-to-substantial agreement with the radiologist 
for the characterization of thyroid nodules (13). Similar data 
were reported by Gao et al. who retrospectively reviewed 
342 surgically resected thyroid nodules previously assessed 
on typical US images using the CAD system and reviewed 
by an experienced radiologist using the TIRADS and ATA 
guidelines. The sensitivity of a thyroid US CAD system in 
differentiating nodules was similar to that of an experienced 
radiologist.  However, the CAD system had lower 
specificity (14). Jeong et al. evaluated the diagnostic 
performance and reproducibility of a CAD system for 
thyroid cancer diagnosis using US based on the operator’s 
experience in a study cohort of 100 thyroid nodules. The 
sensitivity and accuracy of the CAD system did not differ 
significantly in this study from those of the experienced 
radiologist while the specificity was significantly higher 
for the experienced radiologist. In addition, the diagnostic 
performance varied according to the operator’s experience 
and they were lower for the less-experienced operators 
than for the experienced radiologist. The interobserver 
agreement was substantial for the final diagnosis and 
each US descriptor and moderate for the margin and 
composition (15). Kim et al. evaluated the diagnostic 
performance of a CAD system (S-DetectTM) for detecting 
thyroid cancers among 218 thyroid nodules in 106 patients. 
The inter-observer agreement between the CAD system 
and radiologist for the description of calcifications was 
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fair (κ=0.336), while the final diagnosis and each US 
descriptor showed moderate to substantial agreement 
for the S-DetectTM. One of the main limitations of the 
S-DetectTM was its inaccuracy in recognizing calcifications, 
which meant that differentiation had to be undertaken 
by the radiologist (16). Zhao et al. evaluated recently the 
diagnostic performances of CAD systems vs. radiologist by 
meta-analysis of currently published studies. Five studies 
with 536 patients and 723 thyroid nodules were included 
in this meta-analysis. The sensitivity of the CAD system 
in the diagnosis of thyroid nodules was similar to that of 
experienced radiologists. However, the CAD system had 
lower specificity and diagnostic odds ratio than experienced 
radiologists (17). 
Several US findings are crucial for optimal surgical 
planning in patients with thyroid cancer but they are rarely 
mentioned on preconsultation radiologist-performed 
US (20). Hence, surgeon-performed US may be a useful 
tool in the diagnosis and accurate staging of patients with 
thyroid cancer. Solorzano reported that surgeon-performed 
US changed and enhanced the pre- and intraoperative 
management in more than half the patients with thyroid 
cancer (including identification and guidance for the FNA 
of nonpalpable cancers, identification of nonpalpable 
nodules in the contralateral lobe, preoperative diagnosis 
of nonpalpable metastatic lymph nodes, and intraoperative 
guidance for their excision) (21). Carneiro-Pla et al. 
compared the preconsultation US findings with surgeon-
performed US among 136 patients with thyroid cancer 
and identified changes in the management of as many as 
61 (45%) patients by identifying preoperatively central 
and/or lateral node metastasis, indicating preoperative 
biopsy of suspicious thyroid lesions/nodes, and pointing 
out thyroid intrathoracic extension (20). When compared 
to surgeon-performed US, the preconsultation US failed 
to mention node status in 101 (74%) patients, suspicious 
nodule features in 60/111 (54%) patients with suspicious 
lesions, bilateral thyroid lesions in 19/88 (22%) patients 
with bilateral nodules, local invasion in 5/5 (100%), and 
intrathoracic extension in 5/5 (100%) cases (20). Hence, 
US turned out to be more accurate and adequate in the 
evaluation of almost half of patients qualified for surgery for 
thyroid cancer when performed by the surgeon with expert 
skills in US imaging (20). These findings are also supported 
by many more publications in the field (22,23). Moreover, 
as shown by outcomes of this study the CAD system may 
play the potential additional role as a decision-making 
assistant to surgeon with basic US skills in the surgical out-
patient office in the stratification of the risk of malignancy 
of thyroid nodules referred for consideration for surgery. As 
shown by outcomes of this study among exams performed 
by a surgeon with expert US skills there were two false 
positive results in patients with index lesions appearing on 
US as deeply hypoechoic ones with ill-defined margins (in 
pathological report diagnosed as subacute thyroiditis in one 
case and benign hyperplastic thyroid nodule in the latter 
one). Among exams performed by a surgeon with basic US 
skills there were 10 false positive results, including 2 cases 
described above and additional 8 other cases classified on 
US as hypoechoic with microlobulated or ill-defined margin 
(n=2), non-parallel in orientation (n=2), and a lesion with 
microcalcifications (n=4), all of which were finally diagnosed 
in pathological report as benign hyperplastic thyroid 
nodules. Use of the CAD system improved assessment of 
surgeon with basic US skills in 2 cases upgrading index 
lesions from ill-defined to well-defined margin category. 
Such an aid in decision-making about whether FNA or 
surgery is indicated or unjustified may optimize patients’ 
pathways in preoperative work up. 
This pilot study has several limitations. First of all it was 
based on a relatively small population of patients preselected 
for surgery with a solitary thyroid lesion or nodule and 
treated at a single institution with prevalence of classical form 
of PTC equal to 20%. However, US presentation of other 
thyroid malignancies (follicular variant of PTC, follicular 
carcinoma, or medullary thyroid cancer, lymphoma) may be 
different from those of classical PTC. In addition, patients 
with non-diagnostic (Bethesda I) or indeterminate (Bethesda 
III, IV) thyroid cytology as well as patients with multinodular 
goiter were excluded which suggests need for further 
assessments in a less homogenous study population and 
more representative for generalized environment of various 
thyroid nodules. It is also important to note that FNA was 
done by the referring endocrinologist at least 1 month prior 
to referral for surgery. Such a time separation was considered 
long enough to minimize possible influence of perinodular 
hemorrhage on prevalence of false results of US evaluation. 
Moreover, this study was undertaken by only two US 
operators with differing level of US skills (basic vs. expert). To 
draw more generalized conclusions inter-observer agreement 
should be assessed in further multicenter studies. Another 
limitation was unavailability of the current US CAD format 
for evaluation of calcifications, vascularity and elasticity of 
thyroid nodules which should be improved in future.
Current artificial intelligence development has a diagnostic 
performance that is comparable with medical experts, 
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especially in image recognition-related fields like US thyroid 
imaging (24). However, future technical improvements in 
automatic image recognition and diagnosis systems based 
on deep learning using the neural network may shift the 
current format of CAD into a brand new dimension of real 
artificial intelligence leading to increased accuracy as well as 
diagnostic efficiency of the CAD imaging modality (25-27).
Conclusions
The sensitivity and negative predictive value of CAD system 
for US classification of thyroid lesions were similar as 
surgeon with expert US skills whereas specificity and positive 
predictive value were significantly inferior but markedly 
better than judgement of a surgeon with basic US skills alone. 
Hence, the system may be useful for ruling out malignancy 
and more appropriate selection of thyroid nodules for FNA 
cytology assessment at surgical office and more accurate 
selection for unilateral thyroid surgery. However, further 
multicenter studies validating clinical utility of US CAD 
systems in stratification of thyroid nodules should include 
a larger number of US operators with varying degree of 
experience and different populations of patients with various 
prevalence of malignancy and other thyroid diseases.
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